
  How the Universe Works  -- side 12
Derivatives and Power Rule:  Hey, Calculus is fine as long as it makes life easier, right?  Aren’t you getting tired of 
having to draw all those colored triangles on curves to try to see how the slope is changing over time?  The power rule offers a quick 
and dirty way to determine INSTANTANEOUS SLOPES anywhere on a curve as long as you know the mathematical equation (or 
function) that creates that curve.  No more getting the ruler out and trying to kiss curves (that’s probably not very hygienic anyway).   

Here is the power rule in general       If    x(t) =  a(tb)    then      dx / dt   =  ( b a )( tb-1 )
Realize that I left out about ten steps which the calculus teachers will fill in  later.  This power rule will allow us to 
find slopes of nonlinear functions without having to plot the graphs.  If the function is x(t) then the instantaneous 
slope (also called the derivative) of that function is dx / dt.    What is this little d all about, what happened to ∆?  
Well . . .  remember that ∆  is the symbol for change?  This means a change in anything . . .  position, velocity,  
acceleration ,  the stock market ,  the temperature,  etc.  But it represents a relatively LARGE change over a relativity 
long period of time (greater than, say, 1 ms).  So in our case,  ∆x / ∆t  =  

€ 

v   or the average velocity.   As this change 
gets smaller and smaller, the velocity goes from average to instantaneous. You can visualize it  like this . . .   
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Think of a d as a baby ∆, it represents such an infinitesimally small change, it just doesn’t deserve a full grown ∆ .  
When it goes from  ∆x / ∆ t  to  dx/dt  you go from average velocity to instantaneous velocity.  
So let’s practice the power rule.  What would be the slope (derivative) of the function   x(t) =  6t4  ? The power rule 
says we bring the power (exponent)  down front , multiply it with the coefficient, then subtract one from the power.  
                            dx / dt   =  (4) (6) t4  =   24 t3

Example #11: Given the following position function:   x(t)  =  (6t3   -    24t    -    18) m     
a.) What is the initial velocity?               b.)  When does the object turn around?   
Use the power rule to determine the 1st derivative: The object will turn around when the velocity equals zero. 
   v(t)  = [ 18t2  -  24 ] m/s    v(t)  =  0  =  [ 18t2  -  24 ] m/s   ;     18t2 = 24  ;  t = 1.15s 
c.) How far from the origin d.) Plot the acceleration vs. time for the object on the given graph.

will the object be when it    a(t) is the derivative of v(t) ;  a(t) =  [  36t ] m/s/s  
does turn around?                                   40

x(1.15)  =  [6(1.15)3   -    24(1.15)   -    18] m         
 =  9.13m - 27.6m -  18m  =  - 36.5 m                               m/s/s      

  History Moment #3  Isaac Newton  vs. Gottfried Leibniz                   20
   The last years of Leibniz's life, 1709-1716, were embittered by a long 
  controversy with John Keill, Newton, and others, over whether Leibniz                    
  had discovered calculus independently of Newton, or whether he had
  merely invented another notation for ideas that were fundamentally               0            0.5           1.0          1.5 sec
  Newton's. Newton manipulated the quarrel. The most remarkable aspect of this barren struggle was that no    
  participant doubted for a moment that Newton had already developed his method of fluxions when Leibniz began   
  working on the differential calculus. Yet there was no proof, only Newton's word.  The infinitesimal calculus can be 
  expressed either in the notation of fluxions or in that of differentials. Newton employed fluxions as early as 1666, but 
  did not publish an account thereof until 1693. The earliest use of differentials in Leibniz's notebooks may be traced to 
  1675. He employed this notation in a 1677 letter to Newton.  Leibniz came first to integration, which he saw as a   
  generalization of the summation of infinite  series, whereas Newton began from derivatives.   Had Leibniz derived 
  the fundamental idea of the calculus from  Newton?  The Royal Society set up a committee to pronounce on the 
  priority dispute, in response to a letter it had received from Leibniz. That committee never asked Leibniz to give his 
  version of the events. The report of the  committee, finding in favor of Newton, was written by Newton himself and 
  published early in 1713. There is a sense in which Newton's "victory" was a hollow one. That victory plus  
  nationalist bias among British mathematicians resulted in Newton's notation becoming standard in his country, an 
  error that led to almost a century and a half of virtual stagnation in British mathematics.  Today the consensus is 
  that Leibniz and Newton independently invented and described the calculus.  (Excerpts from from wikipedia) 


